
Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Lilly Ryan

Name of Presentation: Introduction to Data Processing with Python

Room: C1
Talk Start: Sep 04 Fri 10:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Lilly Ryan

Name of Presentation: Introduction to Python

Room: C1
Talk Start: Sep 04 Fri 14:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Grant Paton-Simpson

Name of Presentation: Python Introduction for non-Programmers

Room: C2
Talk Start: Sep 04 Fri 10:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Grant Paton-Simpson

Name of Presentation: Python Introduction for Developers

Room: C2
Talk Start: Sep 04 Fri 14:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Thomi Richards

Name of Presentation: Connascence in Python

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 10:40 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Jeremy Stott

Name of Presentation: A practical guide to web security

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 11:25 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Martin Henschke, Eloise "Ducky" Macdonald-Meyer

Name of Presentation: Python in Classrooms

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 12:10 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Rand Huso

Name of Presentation: Message Passing Interface and Inversion of Control

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 13:45 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Eloise "Ducky" Macdonald-Meyer

Name of Presentation: An introduction to Wagtail (CMS)

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 14:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Lee Begg

Name of Presentation: My own Platform as a Service in Python, which you can do too

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 15:45 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Ben Shaw

Name of Presentation: Micro-Services: Is HTTP the only way?

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 16:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Chris LeBlanc

Name of Presentation: Cython: get the benefits of C without leaving Python

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 10:40 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Benoit Chabord

Name of Presentation: Python and Elasticsearch (Add Full Text Search to your legacy application)

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 11:25 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Robert Collins

Name of Presentation: Functionalish programming in pip with effect

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 12:10 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Dana Garifullina, Fred Cooke

Name of Presentation: WX Python Tuning Application For FreeEMS

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 13:45 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Fraser Tweedale

Name of Presentation: Integrating Python Apps with Centralised Identity Management Systems

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 14:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Katie McLaughlin

Name of Presentation: Build a Better Hat Rack: All Contributions Welcome

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 15:45 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Lee Symes

Name of Presentation: Why Python is awesome – and some other languages are cool too

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 05 Sat 16:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Kieran Brownlees

Name of Presentation: Using Python to Test

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 10:40 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Fei Long Wang

Name of Presentation: Zaqar: Message and Notification service of OpenStack 

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 11:20 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Tim Mitchell

Name of Presentation: Database migrations using alembic

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 12:00 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Will Hughes

Name of Presentation: Mezzanine: a brief primer

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 13:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Tom Eastman

Name of Presentation: Playing to lose: making sensible security decisions by assuming the worst

Room: Track 2
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 16:00 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Cory Benfield

Name of Presentation: You Don’t Care About Efficiency: Synchronous Code Is Dying

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 10:40 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Gagan  Sharma, Simon Salinas

Name of Presentation: Custom Python Applications in Neuroscience

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 11:20 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Steve Baker

Name of Presentation: The Pythonista's 3D printing toolchain

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 12:00 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Christopher Neugebauer

Name of Presentation: Python's New Type Hints in Action… In JavaScript

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 13:30 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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Recording Release Agreement
The PSF would like to distribute audio or video of your presentation. To do that, we need to have you agree to the
following legalese. It allows us 1) to perform the necessary audio and video editing needed to prepare your
presentation, and 2) to distribute the recordings to other people, including on Blip.TV and YouTube. It also allows other
people to watch what we put up.

PLEASE CHOOSE ONE:
____________   I AGREE, the PSF can distribute the recording of my presentation.

the PSF cannot distribute the recording of my presentation.____________   I DISAGREE,

Name of Presenter: Brian Thorne

Name of Presentation: Blind Analytics - getting insight from data without seeing the data

Room: Track 1
Talk Start: Sep 06 Sun 16:00 

Signed:_______________________________________________   Date:________________________

Legalese: I, the Author(s), hereby grant the PSF a worldwide, royalty-free, fully paid-up, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable
copyright), sublicensable and transferable license to exercise the rights in the User Submission as follows:
;1) The PSF is granted a license to reproduce the User Submission, to incorporate the User Submission into one or more Collective Works, and to
reproduce the User Submission as incorporated in the Collective Works;
2) The PSF is granted a license to create and reproduce Derivative Works;
3) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission the User Submission including as incorporated in Collective Works; and
;4) The PSF is granted a license to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission Derivative Works.
;Author waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society, royalties for the public digital performance of
the User Submission, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 U.S.C. Section 114 (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
;Author specifically affirms the right to perform the User Submissions on the PSF's web sites or on other web sites designated by the PSF (including,
but not necessarily limited to YouTube and Google Video).
;Author also hereby grants each person receiving the User Submissions distributed by the PSF a non-exclusive license to access, use, display, and
perform the User Submissions in a non-commercial, private context.
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